
August 2012
PEP Air - CASARA
Hello, I trust that all of you have had a great summer. Fortunately it has 

been a fairly quiet summer for PEP Air. I would like to think that it is 
because we are doing our job and promoting air safety to the flying 
public. Cranbrook was the scene for this year's Western Canada SAREX 
that was held August 17 - 19.  The weather was almost perfect. With 
temperatures running into the low thirties density altitude played a big 
roll for the safety of all crews. We had aircraft flying from Manitoba, 
Alberta and BC.  Ray Sass from Yorkton, Saskatchewan was out 
to observe how we put the event together as he will be hosting the 
event next year. After the day's flights and ground homing, the 
teams were treated to baron of beef dinner at the old firehall at 
the airport. Most if not all the critiques are now in with nothing but 
accolades to the team that worked in putting this event together. 
My thanks to all of them for a job well done.

We found a small glitch in the CMS program recently. It shows that in some cases if a 
member is put into the program under an event as 'Participant' the time is added as 
academic time to their training file. This would then show that a member may be 
"Certified/Current" when in fact that member may be missing academic time. We are asking 
all administrators that are entering data to watch out for this and enter the members as 
"Other",  that way the time is not accumulated as academic. Continued on page 6.

Alton King
Director General
PEP Air - CASARA
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Flight Plan 2012 (FP2012) is an initiative of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) to update the content requirements of the internationally 
utilized flight plan, with a worldwide implementation date of November 15, 2012.

These updates will affect the alpha numeric string codes; in particular Equipment 
Type codes and remark suffixes used for filing flight plans. These changes are 
designed to address current and future status of aviation and air traffic management 
technology.

As of September 15th, NAV CANADA sites across Canada will be able to 
accommodate both current and new flight plan formats. This is a transitional step 
towards full implementation of FP2012 on November 15th when only the new flight 
plan format will be accepted.

Visit the OnBoard website http://onboard-abord.ca/flight-plan-2012/ f
overview of Flight Plan 2012 changes and additional resources. Contact NAV 
CANADA Customer Service at 1-800-876-4693 or 1-613-563-5588 if you have any 
questions or service@navcanada.ca.

This is a perfect example of why members need to periodically check the AICs 
http://www.navcanada.ca/NavCanada.asp?Language=EN&Content=ContentDe
finitionFiles\Publications\AeronauticalInfoProducts\AIP\current\aic_list.xml to 
ensure you remain up to date and to visit NavCan’s OnBoard http://onboard-
abord.ca/ website frequently for announcements such as this.

or an 

adopts ICAO flight plan changes

D

Tom Fisher with his dog,

Compass at ZBB.

George Nunn instructing a navigation 

class at Glacier Air, Squamish Airport.
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I am pleased to announce that 
NavCanada has now made a 
commitment to not only retain weather 
reporting at Lytton and Clinton, but also to 
upgrade, at considerable expense, the AWOS 
installations at both sites. This upgrading will be an 
undertaking as part of NavCanada’s National Legacy AWOS 
Replacement Program. The tentative timetable for completion for the two projects will 
be the spring of 2013 for Lytton and the fall of 2013 for Clinton. There will be no 
disruption of service.   

Yesterday, my fellow COPA Director Brian Webster, myself and COPA member at large, 
Captain Henry Ilg, representing COPA, and Mark Duncan and Lyle Soetaert representing 
the BC Aviation council, met with NavCanada’s Manager of Aeronautical Studies and 
Analysis, Brian Stockall, at Boundary Bay Airport. While making his announcement, Mr. 
Stockall advised that the write-in campaign, organized by COPA  played a significant 
part in reaching the decision to retain these two very important weather reporting 
stations on these heavily travelled mountain VFR routes. He particularly commented on 
the quality of the safety rationale that was included in the correspondence. 

In addition to the AWOS issue the importance and timeliness of the consultation process 
was discussed. The satisfactory conclusion and retaining of these critical weather 
reporting sites is a prime example of the value of your collective action through your 
Canadian Owners and Pilots Association.      

To those of you who took the time and effort to write in, THANK YOU!  To the flight 
Captains, will you please give this message wide distribution through your COPA Flights.

Thanks again and best regards, 

W.T. (Tim) Cole
Working for your Freedom to Fly since 1952
Treasurer & BC/YT  Director  
Canadian Owners & Pilots Association
604 299 0806
604 833 0226 c
tcole@copanational.org

Here is a link to a forum 

by the NTSB to improve SAR activities

 for general aviation (GA) in the USA.

     www.aviation.ca/content/view/11599/117/

Photo: Robb Ter Kuile



 

Setting off to somewhere south 
of Kelowna with the target.
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The target is a Cessna 172, with 
“LL” on the wings and a Happy 

Face on top of the fuselage.

 

 

by Babs Tarasiuk
Kelowna

Your only clue for finding the target is 
that it’s southeast of Kelowna...
Good Luck!!!

Target the       kanagan!!
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With the help of Dave 
Millar from Alpine 
Helicopters, who 

donated their helicopter 
and pilot, as well as Ken 

Hruschak who 
negotiated the donation 

of the fuselage from 
Carson Air, we now 

have a target that will be 
used for training our 

pilots, navigators and 
spotters.

 

Mission accomplished! Mark Payer, Brent Redding and     
Nick Tarasiuk putting the final touches to our target.
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When I was a Department of Communications 
(DOC) Radio Inspector (RI) in the Vancouver 
office in the 1970's one of our responsibilities 
was the location of inadvertently activated 
ELTs and EPIRBs; the marine counterpart of 
the ELT. This work resulted in a lot of 
experience in Radio Direction Finding (RDF) 
and stories about ELT activations.  

One day after getting a call from the 
Vancouver airport (after discussions with 
JRCC) we sent an RI out to the airport in an 

RDF-equipped vehicle. Sometimes it took only a few minutes; other times much 
longer. On this particular occasion it was a little longer than normal. All possible 
aircraft had been checked. All maintenance shops proved negative. Although the 
signal had been "localized" the final pinpointing took a little longer than usual with 
a lot of reflections causing problems. A pilot or maintenance facility had thrown an 
armed ELT into a dumpster and it activated. The resourceful RI, although 
successful in his endeavour, was rewarded for his efforts with the moniker 
"Dumpster Diver". More true tales of DOC RI ELT stories to come in future 
newsletters including one about 442 Squadron in Comox.  

Allister Pedersen 
Cranbrook PEP Air Training Officer

“The Dumpster Diver"

Continued from page 1 - Alton King.

With the fall weather not too far into the future we can look for some beautiful 
flying days before the white stuff starts to fall. The southwest zone will be 
having their Zone Evaluation on the weekend of September 21 - 23rd this time 
around and if you have not already heard, Captain Mike Brush is back as our 
CLO for 442 Squadron. Welcome back Mike, I'm sure everyone agrees and 
looks forward to getting reacquainted.

I would like to remind all members that you can go online to 
www.casara.ca/casara1 to log into your personal file for training records and 
information. From our provincial web page at www.embc-air.org you will also 
find a wealth of information on training. Please take a minute to visit each 
page. If you need help to log on contact myself, Brian Dunham, Fred Carey or 
Keith Bennett for assistance.

'That Others May Live'

www.embc-air.org     www.embc-air.org     www.embc-air.org
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Two years ago I asked my local SAR group 
about CASARA. No one knew anything about 
it and one person suggested it maybe called 
something else in BC. I made my own 
enquiries and joined PEP Air in Cranbrook. 
This alone brought it to the fore enough that 
Fernie SAR called on PEP Air twice last year. 
That, combined with the big PEP Air effort for 
the missing child that saw several aircraft 
operating out of Sparwood airport for at least 
three days really raised the profile of PEP Air 
in the Elk Valley.
 
As a member of Fernie SAR I discussed the idea of reinstating PEP Air in the valley. The 
local groups, Fernie, Sparwood and Elkford got together and donated 
funds to train and establish a crew based in Sparwood airport. The flying club in Sparwood, 
also very generously, welcomed our group and even gave us a room in the club for PEP Air 
use that already had an air base radio in it.
 
Our group’s first meeting was on May 31, 2012 for spotter ground school and on July 22, 
2012 I was able to announce to the Elk Valley SAR groups that I had one fully qualified 
crew ready to go. By that time we had accumulated fifteen hours of academic training and 
thirty-one hours of flight training (this consists of hanging around at the airport while others 
fly, GPS training and ELT ground tracking practice) and we had been in the air for fourteen 
hours. Which came to a surprising (it surprised me) total of 247 people-hours to date.
 
The flying is mainly out of Sparwood but we also went to Cranbrook three times and 
worked with the Cranbrook group on their training days. Our next planned flying day is 
August 29, and I hope to get a second navigator qualified and two more spotters. Time will 
tell how funding works out in the future but we hope to keep this group current and viable 
for a long time.
 
Brent Bidston (Pilot)

very generously 

www.embc-air.org     www.embc-air.org     www.embc-air.org
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by Ranger Jane Wilson

Continued on next page.

I laugh in the face danger, well not really, 
but I do laugh in the face of public 
speaking and I understand that to a lot of 
people that's the same thing. I only tell 
you this because as I write about 
attending the air search and rescue 
spotter training in Sandspit in May, I'm 
about to admit to some fears other than 
the instinctual self-preservation fears, like 
of bears, people with guns and my 
mother, and I don't want you to lose 
respect for me.  

I arrived in Sandpit on Thursday, May 10, 
and met up with Rangers from my own 
Canadian Ranger patrol, Port Clements, 
as well as Sandspit, Ucluelet and Terrace, 
and also Warrant Officer Byrne and 
Company Sergeant Major Fozzard. We 
started lessons that night in the Sandspit 
firehall, receiving safety lessons about 
float planes and the basics of air search 
and rescue spotting. This was all pleasing 
to me as it was taught by pilot and 
Sandspit Patrol Commander Peter 
Grundmann with a whiteboard visual aid. 
I enjoy whiteboards because it's been 
scientifically proven that 90% of all 
diagrams drawn on whiteboards are 
unintentionally humorous. 
 
Patrol Commander Grundmann 
explained, with whiteboard, all the things 
that could go wrong with a float plane, 
some of which had never occurred to me 
as a possibility. This is where fear came 
into it, because I had never realized how 
many things could go wrong with a plane, 
until someone told me, in great detail. 

Also, once a pilot has told you about yet 
another dreadful scenario that has never 
happened to him, you start to think he is 
due for his luck to change, any moment 
now. I was actually pleased when he told 
us that his engine had once caught fire.

The next day we started our CASARA 
training flights and spent the day flying 
around Haida Gwaii, which really can't be 
seen as a hardship, as long as one didn't 
think too hard about the previous 
evening's safety lecture. One also really 
shouldn't start sizing up the rather large 
man in the seat next to you to determine if 
you will be able to push him out of the way 
should your door not open in a crisis. Not 
that I did that but I'm still not sitting next to 
WO Byrne on a plane again.

While the last group was up on a spotting 
flight, I took the off-islanders on a tour of 
the remains of the Royal Canadian Air 
Force station at Alliford Bay. The highlight 
of that tour normally being the collapsed 
tunnel or bunker hidden in a hillside. In the 
inevitable fashion my flashlight started 
giving out while I was giving the tour, just 
in time for one of the Rangers to notice the 
large white spiders covering the walls. 
Now I'm not going to tell you that there 
was panicked flight from the cave but if 
you are picturing careful and speedy, exits 
you would not be far off, and since I had 
the only flashlight I had to take up the rear, 
so I would know. Closer examination of the 
pictures taken in the dark, with a flash, 
show daddy-long-legs covered in some 
kind of mold and clearly very dead, so 

Scenes from the sky in Sandspit
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Jane Wilson is a reporter for the 
Haida Gwaii Observer (in which this 
article was originally published), she 

is also a Section Commander with 
the Canadian Rangers. 

You can visit her blog at 
www.amistyisleofview.com.  

Sandspit spider

claims that they were pursuing us may be 
something less than credible.  

Saturday we flew to Ramsey Island in 
Gwaii Haanas national park where we 
practiced navigation and survival skills, 
then camped for the night. Our last training 
flight on Sunday took us to the hot springs 
at GandllK'in Gwaayaay, which was far 
more fabulous than scary, except for the 
terrible sunburns Ranger Morrison and I 
received.

I hope all of this talk of fear has not made 
you lose respect for me, or distracted you 
too much from the excellent training done 
that weekend. Think of it this way, 
everyone has something that bothers 
them, sometimes it's spiders (Ranger 
Hufnagel), sometimes it's too much 
information (me) and sometimes it's when 
pilots announce in flight, “Hey look, we 
seem to be having electrical problems,” 
(the CSM).

Don McDonald
Provincial PEP
Air Safety Officer

This past weekend we had our annual 
airport day in Squamish, the weather 
cooperated and we had an incredible 
turnout of folks coming to see airplanes 
and a large number of airplane owners 
(really care takers and care givers!) who 
were willing to show them off. An amazing 
time had by all! I was sitting with my two 
kids (ages four and six) eating hot dogs, 
the usual fare for such events, as I 
watched the crowd and how they were 
behaving around the airplanes. It struck 
me that most of these folks were not really 
treating the aircraft with respect for their 
potential to dish out an injury to the 
unwary. Granted, most of the “looky-loos” 
were not aviation oriented people and they 
were for the most part well supervised, but 
it struck me that my two little guys despite 
their ages are becoming quite airplane 
safety savvy.

From the time they could walk around an 
airplane by themselves there have always 
been items that are a “no touch” thing. 
Propellers were probably the first thing 
they learned about – mostly by being two 
and banging their head into one – but they 
understand that they are never to be 
touched or moved and if someone is sitting 
in the airplane it means the engine could 
start and they should be standing in a safe 
spot away from the propeller. Our family 
aircraft is a Citabria – the switches are 
very visible. My six year old has lately 
been reminding me to “make sure the 
switches are down Daddy” whenever I go 
to the front of the aircraft. 

Continued on page 17.



On Sunday a search and rescue training mission involving federal search and 
rescue crew from Comox and Civil Air Search and Rescue Association team 
members took place in a field in the Proctor area where a mock plane crash site 
was set up.

A Cormorant helicopter and Buffalo fixed-wing search plane was involved and were 
clearly visible flying up and down the west arm Sunday morning. Three SAR 
members were also seen parachuting down to the mock crash site where they 
continued their training mission with tending to the two mock victims’ injuries.

Don Mackinnon, CASARA Zone Commander, said that the training weekend was 
part of ongoing training done in areas all over the province to test the SAR techs for 
locating targets.

- The Nelson Star, April 24, 2012
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The Civil Air Search and Rescue 
Association (CASARA) and Canadian 
Ranger training on Moresby Island in 
the middle of May was declared a 
success by those involved. “I thought it 
was excellent training,” said Ranger 
instructor Warrant Officer Jason Byrne, 
“and excellent cooperation between 
national parks and the Rangers, to get 
down there and do the work.” The 
group trained in float plane safety and 
CASARA spotting over a day and a half 
in Sandspit, then flew into Gwaii 
Haanas to continue their training. Gwaii 
Haanas is the provincial park that 

covers the bottom half of Haida Gwaii (formerly known as the Queen Charlotte Islands) 
and has a restricted number of visitors each year. 

The Rangers also did non-flight related training, said Peter Grundmann, CASARA pilot and 
Sandspit Canadian Ranger Patrol Commander. “Other than the flights, a lot of good 
Ranger skills got practiced the last night on Ramsey Island, interesting model building 
activities, that was really impressive I've never seen anything like that before,” said Mr. 
Grundmann. He explained that the group had also done fire-starting and GPS work. “I've 
used GPS before,” he said, “but WO Byrne having learned to use GPS at a very high level, 
doing surveying as a career, it was interesting to hear that version of it.” “I think (the 
activities) went very well,” said Mr. Grundmann, “the weather cooperated on the last day; 
we got quite a bit of flying done. We got quite a few people trained in CASARA from 
Ucluelet, and Sandspit and Masset and one from Terrace. I think it was lots of fun and may 
come in handy someday if there is someone missing. We've been qualified for ten years or 
more and it's good to be re-qualified again so that we're available.”

Peter Grundeman

Originally published in the HaidaGwaii Observer, May 24 2012 – Staff reporter Jane Wilson.



CASARA

Langley Golf Centre located at 21550-44th Avenue (Par 3)

$55.00 – 18 holes and dinner ($10.00 club rental not included)
                     
$27.00 – Dinner only (Dress: resort casual).

Buffet style dinner includes: BBQ chicken, garlic mashed 
potatoes, salad, dinner rolls, coffee or tea. There will also be 
a pay bar available. 

First tee off: 1:00pm

Dinner: 6:00pm

Silent Auction to follow

Open to members, their families and friends. There will only 
be 100 tickets printed due to limited seating capacity.  For 
tickets, more information about this event or if you would like 
to assist in fundraising, please email Kimberley at....     
                        kki@shaw.ca

ARASAC
2012

Saturday, September 22
Golf Tournament

&
Dinner

Tickets will be available on a 
first come first serve basis.

Contact Kim for tickets at
 kki@shaw.ca 
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Incident Command System (
distributed to all zones for inclusion in their (Search 
Headquarter) SHQ kits. PEP Air also uses the ICS system 
in SHQ Operations. These vests were surplus from the last 
Olympics. They are colour coded for the different ICS 
positions found in a PEP PREOC. 

These same colours are used to identify similar positions 
within a PEP Air SHQ.  To ensure there is no conflict when 
we operate within PEP-GSAR SHQs it is suggested that we 
preface our position names with the term “Air”. 
   

GSAR PEP-Air

 
These vests are designed to be worn by the person in charge of that position only so that 
the person can be readily identified. It is not worn by everyone in that section. When 
another person takes over a position the vest is given to the new person. The position 
tags can be printed, laminated and slipped into the see through pockets located on the 
vests, front and back.

ICS) vests have been 

Green      Incident Command Air Search Coordinator (Air SC)
Red         Information / Safety / Liaison Air Safety
Orange    Operations Air Operations (Air Ops)
Blue         Planning Air Planning (Air Plans)
Yellow    Logistics Air Log
Grey       Finance / Administration Air Adm/Fin
White      Media / other

C
O

R
N

E
R

BRIAN’S

Warrant Officer Jean Tremblay explains 
procedures prior to Buffalo qualification flight 

at Abbotsford on June 2.

Photo: Dave Pelletier

Photo: Peter Suckling
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Dan and Louise Shynuk have won the honour as PEP Air members of 
the year. Alton King noted that this was "the first time that I am 
aware of a couple getting this award. They are most deserving of this 
honor as they have put countless hours into PEP-Air in the South 
East Zone for many, many years." They were honoured in Victoria at 
the end of May.

Dan and Louise were also selected by Volunteer Kootenays as Family 
Volunteer of the Year. Louise and Dan received the award on April 19 
at the 7th Annual Volunteer Appreciation & Awards Gala at the St. 
Eugene Pavilion. Dan is the chief pilot in Cranbrook while Louise is a 
spotter, a navigator and recently became the Area Air Deputy.  

The nomination of Louise and Dan read in part: This nomination has 
three outstanding characteristics. One, Dan and Louise Shynuk have 

both been members of PEP 
Air for eighteen years. Two, 
Dan and Louise make 
themselves available for air 
searches twenty-four hours 
a day, seven days a week, 
365 days of the year except 
for a short period of time 
when they are out of the 
country on holidays. This is a 
significant commitment as 
they are not retirees but own 
and operate their own retail 
store, Hemp 2000, in 
Cranbrook. Three, their 

response time is immediate. It is quite obvious these three 
characteristics are huge in the SAR environment where volunteers 
play a large role and a rapid response can save lives. One of the 
shortcomings of a volunteer pool is that many volunteers at work and 
are unavailable or, in the case of retirees, they are often away 
travelling. With one phone call to the Shynuks it is almost guaranteed 
that we have the most hard to get resources for an air SAR tasking.

Dan and Louise Shynuk Recognized as PEP Air Volunteers of the Year

Dan & Louise Shynuk holding the 
Family Volunteer of the Year award in 

front of their Cessna 182

Allister Pedersen 
Cranbrook PEP Air Training Officer
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Kamloops PEP Air has some T 
shirts and hats to sell. They were 
originally made for the provincial 
SAREX last year and have quite a 
few leftover. The T shirts are of 
excellent quality, screen printed 
Gildan heavy cotton. They are long 
sleeved so they meet CASARA 
dress code but the sleeves slide 
up easily if it's warm. Cost is $25, 
postage included. Sizes S to 2XL 
(mens).

The hats are a cool, breathable 
fabric. No button on top to interfere 
with your headphone. One size fits 
all. Cost is $20.

Payments can be made out to S. 
Van Wagoner (who gets none of 
the cash, all of it goes to PEP Air 
Kamloops), 730 Fleming Dr., 
Kamloops, BC V1S 1B3.

FOR SALE!
Steve Van Wagoner

TerraGraphic Design Studio
730 Fleming Drive
Kamloops, British Columbia
Canada V1S 1B3

250.828.7968
Fax: 250.434.5487
studio@terragraphic.ca
http://www.terragraphic.ca
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Cranbrook played host to the Western 
Canada SAREX 2012 on August 17 - 
19. Nine aircraft and crews from BC, 
Alberta, and Manitoba attended. The 
SAREX followed a Track Crawl format 
that has been the norm for our 
provincial SAREX's. Ten targets were 
placed along a route that was flown by 
each aircraft. I have participated at 
SAREX’s in AB, SK, and MB have all 
used a format that sent all aircraft out 
to individual search areas, where they 
were given a specific task and were 
usually re-tasked at some point during 
the flight to a new area. Feedback 
from the prairie crews to our BC format 
was very positive. Planes had to  
depart with a 20-30 minute delay to 
ensure separation along the route. 
This time delay allowed extra time for 
crews to socialize and compare 
techniques used in their local areas 
and to perform an ELT ground homing 
exercise. PlaySafe Productions, a 
television production company that 
produces aviation safety videos was 
present for the duration of the 
exercise. They obtained footage and 
interviews with crews and organizers 
to showcase CASARA’s role in aviation 
safety. Weather during the SAREX 
was sunny and clear for the duration. 
Density altitude was the largest 
weather concern during the event. 
During the afternoon, temperatures 
reached into the low thirties, resulting 
in density altitudes in excess of 5,500’. 
One of the BC planes elected not to 
participate in the SAREX due to the 
low performance that would have been 
available with the forecast conditions. 

Western Canada SAREX 2012
by Dave Qualley, SW Zone

CASARA Alberta participants briefing with 
SAR Tech, Warrant Officer Jean Tremblay

CASARA Alberta participants 
mission planning
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Brian Dunham, 
Provincial Training Officer

Ralph Bullis with ELT homer

Blake Farren giving his       
crew their safety briefing

Alton King being interviewed 

by PlaySafe Productions

SAREX 2012
Cranbrook
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What an amazing weekend with incredible people…. I am speaking of the 
wonderful folks of the BC Float Plane Association who were at the 108 
Airport July 21. Dave Ireland, Lian Woods, Lyle Connaty and myself had the 
pleasure of showcasing CASARA and what we are all about. Dave made an 
excellent speech on the SPOT and provided some fantastic information to 
those who were already using the device. 

The best piece of information, In My Humble Opinion, was that the 911 button 
has to be programmed with information that you want relayed when you 
press that button. I too was miss-informed that by pressing the 911 button it 
would automatically dispatch the Emergency Services in my area. Another 
excellent option to carry, whether you are a hiker, boater or pilot is the 406 
PLB which operates on satellites, is personally programmed with your 
information and has no yearly subscription fee (I love that idea!).
After being out of town for so long it was great to spend the day with “my 
boys” sharing information about CASARA. Anyone who has been involved 
with this organization for any length of time understands how “family” the 
team becomes. 

I hope everyone had a fantastic safe summer!

Stay Safe, Play Hard
Sheila Gruenwald
Williams Lake

There are lots of bits and pieces that stick out of and hang down from the various components of 
an airplane so the kids know not to walk too close or underneath (even if they are two or three 
feet tall and can fit) and be aware of where all the bits and pieces are to prevent “head bonking”. 
Pitot tubes, flaps, gear doors struts and ailerons can suddenly move in the wind if the gust lock 
isn’t installed. Both little dudes know that they are never to touch a pitot tube as it could be hot 
and give a nasty burn as well as small fingers putting stuff in the little hole in the end is a big no-
no! They also know that the main rotor of a helicopter can dip down in the wind and bump you on 
the head. When it comes to helicopters they also know that they can’t be where they can’t see 
the pilot’s seat and as with any aircraft, nowhere near it if there is someone in it.

When we go to an exercise or to an actual task, it is important that we remain aware of the basic 
safety rules that are really, for the most part, common sense. It is difficult at times after a long 
flight, be it an actual tasking or just an exercise, to remain focused and safe in the busy 
environment we find ourselves in. An active flight line can be a dangerous place, not just from the 
aircraft parked there as described earlier but from the movement of fuel trucks, aircraft, service 
vehicles and various pieces of aviation related hardware that we typically find at an airport. Many 
times when I have attended an exercise or been involved with a search, I find it very easy to 
become absorbed by the task and be focused on getting to the aircraft and airborne rather than 
being completely aware of my surroundings. 

For most of us, like my two kids, staying safe around airplanes and airports is really just a matter 
of some common sense and paying attention to what is going on around you and not being 
distracted by a task or all of the” cool stuff” and those amazing flying machines! 

Don McDonald. Continued from page 9.
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Photo: Dave Pelletier

Photo: Dave Pelletier

Photo: Robb Ter Kuile

Photo: Peter Suckling

Abbotsford Buffalo flight
June 2, 2012
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1. You have at least a couple of hats, pins, posters, shirts, patches, jackets, about search and rescue.

2. You separate your pin and patch collections so the SAR ones have their own separate display board, organized by 
precedence/squadron/organization, ready to wear.

3. Your CASARA photo albums/scrapbooks rival those of some family albums.

4. You have separate folders in your computer and email account about CASARA things.

5. Same for the flash drive, USB devices.

6. You back up everything on said USBs after a particularly close brush with disaster involving precious (they all are!) SAR 
records and computers.

7. You've further subdivided the CASARA stuff by year, topic or whatever.

8. Your first years in CASARA take up maybe two or three years in each medium-sized binder but as time passes, a big binder 
for each year is almost not enough space!

9. You register for the national SARSCENE conference as a delegate, not just a volunteer from your local group.

10. You heard about SARSCENE because you subscribe to the magazine of the same name.

11. You make a “grab and go” list of things to pack for SAREXs and operational deployments.

13. You make a huge effort to attend a National SAREX if it's within five hundred miles of you.

14. You hang onto the group's old records because “Someone's gotta keep this stuff…it might be needed somewhere down 
the line.”

15. You have Internet links on other SAR groups and have downloaded or printed their newsletters and other info.

16. Your family knows how to pronounce CASARA and knows what it's all about.

17. You acquire a scanner/printer and one of the first five things you try it out on is something to do with search and rescue.

18. Using said scanner, you make a slide show presentation of SAR activities.

19. Half the pictures on your den/office/living room wall are of your hobby and the other half are of your family (they are, after 
all, “behind you”).

20. The most interesting things in your life involve the group's activities…or the lack thereof.

21. You put something to do with SAR on your computer's screen-saver.

23. You have related bumper stickers on your car, or somewhere in your home.  (If you don't have a car, taping them on the 
wall will do.)

24. You join an association, whether real people or online, because you've flown with at least one “SAR Professional” and 
want to reconnect with them.

25. You're at the local airport, see your local SAR squadron aircraft arrive, wait to see which aircraft it is and who's aboard 
(see 22 above).

26. You make…or edit…a list like this one. 

12. You believe a “Volunteer of the Year” should automatically go to that year's Provincial SAREX.

22. One of your passwords has to do with search and rescue:  a callout date, an aircraft tail number.

You know you're really interested in Search and Rescue when…

Marie Woodruff, Vancouver Island



Deadline for articles for the next issue is November 30th.

Looking for articles, send them to me,

Trevor Black at

finchley@shaw.ca

This newsletter requires input from you! So, 
if you did anything, are, or will be doing 
something in your zone, let me know (and 
thereby everyone else) with a brief and 
snappy article...remember however, that 
this is not the place for the Great Canadian 
Novel, “How To” pieces or those of an 
instructional bent. These would best be 
placed as links on our website, although 
serialized articles are acceptable...first and 
fo remos t ,  th i s  i s  a  NEWS l e t te r.  
Accompanying interesting photos would be 
wonderful but they must be captioned. Write 
them, get them to me and I’ll do the rest.

20

Local Canadian Rangers Kevin Decock and Ron Dallyn had a rare 
opportunity to take part in a training exercise with the SAR crew of the 442 
Squadron recently. Residents of Masset and Old Masset probably saw the 
large yellow Cormorant helicopter fly over as it did a shoreline search from 
the Masset airport north west to Langara Island. The results of the 'search' 
included two large, very startled black bears and a number of sport fishing 
boats. The training included the two Rangers being 'dropped off' at Pillar 
Rock and being hoisted one at a time back into the helicopter on a 140 foot 
cable.

Only last month members of the 442 Squadron took part in a very real 
rescue just south of Sandspit, where a victim was plucked to safety from 
the deck of a boat.

Masset-442 Squadron 
SAR training with 
Canadian Rangers 

by Maryanne Wettlaufer
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